Medical Emergency
CALL 911
- Provide name, specific location, type of emergency
- Grab closest AED/First Aid Kit
- Stay on the phone for instructions
- Move victim only if danger is imminent
- Have someone meet first responders outside to assist in arrival

Fire/Evacuation
REMAIN CALM
- Activate nearest fire alarm
- Proceed to closest exit
- Call 911 to give pertinent information
- Use stairs, not elevators
- Assist persons with disabilities
- Once outside, move away from building
- Account for all individuals
- Re-enter area only when authorized by emergency personnel

Active Threat
AVOID | DENY | DEFEND™
- Avoid. Get out of the building if you can, using the nearest exit. Get far away. Call 911
- Deny. Hide in the room, if escape is not possible. Turn off lights. Block doors and windows. Silence phones
- Defend. Fight as a last resort. Use books, chairs, or anything you can find to distract and subdue the assailant
- Remain in place until authorities advise. Follow their instructions

Tornado/Weather
SEEK SHELTER
- Monitor local weather
- Get to the lowest part of the building (1st & 2nd floors are best)
- Do not pull fire alarm
- Stay away from windows and move to interior rooms/hallways

Power
REMAIN CALM
- Contact UAPD at 479-575-2222
- Follow the directions of emergency responders
- If possible, unplug computers and other equipment
- Notify UAPD if individuals are trapped in elevators
- Do not light candles or other flames